Vikan

Vehicle Brush Water-Fed 210mm
Soft flagged rubber edged effective small vehicle wash brush
which can be used as a water-fed or dip brush. Can be used
with any handle within the Vikan Transport System.

Vehicle Brush Angled Adjustable 240mm
The angle adjustable feature of this effective wash brush

enables it to work effectively in high and difficult to access
areas. Can be used with any handle within the Vikan Transport
System.

Vehicle Brush Water-Fed 260mm
Effective small vehicle wash brush which can be used as a
water-fed or dip brush. Can be used with any handle within the
Vikan Transport System.

Vehicle Brush Water-Fed 360mm
Effective large vehicle wash brush which can be used as a
water-fed or dip brush. Can be used with any handle within the
Vikan Transport System.

Washing Brush Water-Fed High/Low 250mm
The angled design of this wash brush enables the brush to be
in constant contact with surfaces during washing, used with a

selection of Vikan telescopic handles.

Rim Cleaner Water-Fed 230mm
Large water-fed rim brush, provides effective cleaning of
double and single steel wheels on trucks, buses and coaches.

Aluminium Handle Ø31mm 1500mm
Professional handle with insulating sleeve for a comfortable
grip.

Aluminium Handle Waterfed Ø31mm 1540mm
Professional water-fed handle with insulating sleeve for a
comfortable grip with tapered hose connector. This handle can
be used up to a pressure of 6 bar.

Wooden Handle Ø25 mm 1560 mm
Wooden handle suitable for use with any brush / squeegee
within the Vikan Transport Range.

Aluminium Handle Water-Fed 1000 - 1600mm
Ø32 mm
Professional telescopic water-fed handle with insulating
sleeve for a comfortable grip with tapered hose connector.
This
handle can be used up to a pressure of 6 bar.

Aluminium Handle Water-Fed Ø31mm 1900mm
Professional water-fed handle with insulating sleeve for a

comfortable grip with tapered hose connector. This handle can
be used up to a pressure of 6 bar.

Aluminium Telescopic Handle 1600 - 2860mm
Ø32mm
Professional telescopic handle with insulating sleeve for a
comfortable grip.

Aluminium Telescopic
1640 - 2900mm Ø31 mm

Water-Fed

handle

Professional telescopic water-fed handle with insulating
sleeve for a comfortable grip with tapered hose connector.
This
handle can be used up to a pressure of 6 bar.

Multi Brush / Soft Flagged Short Handle
320mm
All-round Vehicle brush for small areas.

Vehicle Brush Short Handle 280mm
Effective short handled brush for general vehicle washing

tasks i.e: chassis cleaning, storage tanks, wheel arches and
engine compartments.

Hand Brush Soft Flagged 320mm
Effective vehicle wash brush where close attention to detail
cleaning is required using a dip brush.

Vehicle Brush Long Handle 430mm
Effective long handled brush for general vehicle washing tasks
i.e: chassis cleaning, storage tanks, wheel arches and engine
compartments.

Vehicle Brush Waterfed 380mm
Effective, water-fed, vehicle wash brush where close attention
to detail cleaning is required.

Rim Brush Ø65mm 320mm
Alloy wheel cleaning brush with soft natural filaments,
chemical resistant with nylon protected handle.

Rim Cleaner Ø65mm 325mm
Alloy wheel cleaning brush with medium stiffness, synthetic
filaments, chemical resistant with nylon protected handle

Rim Cleaner Pad 330mm Red
Rim brush, provides effective cleaning of double and single
steel wheels on trucks, buses and coaches.

Snow Brush Stiff 500mm
Combined Ice Scraper & Snow Brush to effectively remove ice
from windscreens and windows.

Nail Brush Stiff 120mm
Durable nail brush which is also ideal for use as an
upholstery and carpet cleaning brush.

Wipe-N-Shine Green 250mm
Effectively removes water residue and limescale deposits from
washed and painted surfaces.

Wipe-N-Shine Green 350mm
Effectively removes water residue and limescale deposits from
washed and painted surfaces.

Wipe-N-Shine Green 450mm
Effectively removes water residue and limescale deposits from
washed and painted surfaces.

Windscreen Scraper w/Sponge & Telescopic
Handle 1250mm
Telescopic windscreen scraper with sponge. The handle
extending 600-1200mm makes it suitable for cleaning
windscreens on trucks and buses.

Replacement Head Windscreen Scraper 200mm
Replacement head for use with windscreen scrapers 473752 and
473952.

Interior Soft Broom 320mm - Head Only
Soft Bristles
Interior broom made of polypropylene with red/green filaments
in soft polyester. This broom is especially useful for weeping
floors in buses and trains.

Microfibre Cloth Green 320x380mm
Microfibre cloth ideal for lint free cleaning of vehicle
interiors. Dry it will collect & retain the smallest dirt

paticles. Damp it will absorb dirt & grease

MICROFIBRE LUSTRE CLOTH RED 400X400mm
Microfibre lustre cloth when dampened with just water will
effectively clean & polish glass, glazed surfaces, mirrors and
bright metal finishes

Wall Bracket 240mm
This Wall Bracket has an ultra hygienic design. It has a
smooth, easy to clean surface without holes or crevices to
harbour dirt and debris. Storing cleaning tools on Wall
Brackets increases the durability of the tools.

